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N A D I A
S O H A I Band

On day one, Nadia wore 

a traditional churidar 

outfit designed by 

Hassan Sheheryar Yasin 

at his flagship studio in 

Pakistan. Her traditional 

khussas (handmade 

footwear) and gold 

jewellery set with 

emeralds and rubies 

from ruby jewellers 

were also purchased in 

Pakistan. Sohaib’s attire 

for day one and day two 

of the wedding was 

designed by Hassan 

Sheheryar Yasin.
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AN ULTRA-LUXE 
3-DAY

EASTERNWEDDING 
WITH TRADITION 
THAT COMBINES 

FANTASTICAL DESIGN 
WITH HISTORICAL 

REFERENCE, 
STORYTELLING, 
AND ELEMENTS

OF WHIMSY.
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Melissa samborski of one fine day event planning + design was commissioned to plan and 
design the first two days—a colourful moroccan-themed celebration and a romantic 
marie antoinette-inspired fête, all photographed by ikonica. The couple’s mehndi ceremony 

(a customary pre-wedding celebration) was held at the mississauga convention centre on Friday, August 
29th. Event designer Melissa Samborski of one fine day event planning + design worked in conjunction 
with Fiona Liston and Lindsay Milne of stemz inc. to transform the venue into a lavish, Moroccan marketplace 
for the occasion. “We wanted an Eastern theme for day one that would allow us to create a colourful, high-
energy event,” says Nadia. In less than 24 hours and with a staff of over 300, the couple’s vision of Marrakech 
was brought to life. 

Upon arrival at the mississauga convention centre, guests were greeted with sights and sounds                 
channeling Marrakech and received traditional gajras (hand garlands) created by laila decor. The entrance 
of the venue was lined with purple, fuchsia, and orange pillar candles in silver lanterns. The lobby was 
decorated with a 150ft long canopy made with bands of brightly coloured fabric. Suspended lanterns, candlelight, 
and large bowls filled with floating flowers decorated the pathway.  

Nadia Bashir and Sohaib 
Siddiqui’s ultra-luxe authentic 
Eastern wedding took place in 
Toronto, Ontario over three days 
in August of 2014. They chose 
two different all-star teams of 
wedding professionals to 
produce three wonderfully 
unique, elaborately-designed 
celebrations.

“Our goal was to select vendors 
who could make our events 
unique and memorable for our 
guests,” shares the couple. “We 
started planning nearly two years 
in advance, so we were able to 
carefully consider different 
creative professionals and select 
the individuals who were the best 
fit for us based on our vision.”

DAY ONE
photography by:

I K O N I C A
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“Over 6,000 yards of fabric were used to drape the 
room and over 250 hours of total labour were put into 
the draping.” –melissa samborski

During cocktail hour, curtains in the room were opened to reveal a magnificent reception space, much to the 

delight and surprise of the guests! The room featured 1,200ft of trussing provided by bb blanc and custom 

draping provided by micki’s (part of the event rental group). 
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The canopy led to the cocktail room where an assortment of Moroccan teas, Turkish coffee, and traditional 

snacks were served under Moroccan tents. 
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A spectacular stage in the centre of the room brought 
everyone’s focus to the bride and groom. Behind the stage, 
beautiful scenes of Morocco were presented on a massive 

LED backdrop from bb Blanc. 

stemz inc. created 

custom-made poufs 

that matched the colour 

palette of the event. 

contemporary furniture 

rentals inc. and dream 

rarty decor inc. provided 

additional chic and 

colourful lounge furniture. 
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daniel et daniel event 

creation & catering 

created a variety of  

Moroccan dishes that 

were served at 

market-style food 

stations alongside 

dried fruits, nuts, and 

fragrant spices. 

palettera custom 

correspondences 

designed signs that 

helped guests navigate 

the different savoury 

and sweet offerings.     

Hanging lanterns, sourced from around the globe by stemz inc., cascaded on 

colourful ribbons from the floating tented draped canopies around the room. Vibrant 

floral displays added to the luxurious, Middle Eastern feel of the celebration.

“My favourite moment of the day was when all of our 
friends and family got up to dance at the end of our 
mehndi. It was so much fun to celebrate with 
everyone the night before our big day.” –nadia

Guests enjoyed performances by traditional belly dancers and drummers from 

arabesque. Henna artists from the touch of dimple were on hand to beautify 

attendees. A DJ from bb blanc had everyone on the dance floor. 
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DAY TWO

Nadia and Sohaib were 

married the following 

day at the ritz-carlton, 

toronto. one fine day 

event planning + 

design and stemz inc. 

collaborated on the 

design of the Marie 

Antoinette-themed 

celebration.

photography by:

I K O N I C A
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Stemz Inc. worked alongside a movie set production company to create the breathtaking 
stage that featured a Versailles-inspired printed backdrop by Leanne Kelly Productions, 
ivory columns, tufted couches, and a series of crystal chandeliers from Three Events. 

Nadia wore an ivory gown with gold embellishments and 

embroidery designed by Hassan Sheheryar Yasin. Her gold 

jewellery was purchased from sonica jewellers and her 

wedding band was from tiffany & co. Her shoes were glittery 

gold Christian Louboutin heels. beauty concept by shirley 

wu styled the bride’s hair and makeup for all three events. 

Bridesmaids wore gold lace dresses with silver embellish-

ments that were designed by basic lines in Pakistan.

palettera custom correspondences created the stationery for day one and day two of the 

wedding festivities, including the exquisite boxed invitation that spoke to the different Eastern 

and French-inspired events. The cover of the invitation was hand-crafted in raw silk and featured 

an ornate, personalized emblem that was incorporated throughout the wedding decor.

The couple were seated on a custom stage for 

their traditional Islamic wedding ceremony. The 

top of the stage featured a 30ft long floral display, 

while gold candelabras wrapped with garlands of 

flowers framed the platform. A white carpet aisle 

runner from reznick carpets and gold-rimmed, 

Louis XVI chairs from detailz couture event 

rentals completed the opulent setting.
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Cocktail hour was hosted 

in the grand foyer at the 

ritz-carlton, toronto. 

A giant peacock sculpture 

covered in all-white flowers 

(including 1,200 orchids 

used for the tail alone!) 

was placed in the space 

to give guests a taste of 

the decor to come at the 

reception.

A floral fountain beautifully 

displayed escort cards from 

palettera custom 

correspondences tucked 

amongst blooms. 

Sleek, antique settees 

paired with mirrored side 

tables from contemporary 

furniture rentals inc. 

enhanced the Parisian-feel 

of the space. Chantal Dube 

provided beautiful classical 

sounds played on the harp.
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A stunning second stage was created for the grand reception. 

The ornate panel work set into the backdrop of the stage and 

gold-trimmed columns embodied the era and style seen during 

the life of Marie Antoinette. 

A pair of gold harps featuring strings made of soft pink orchids and 

birdcages with glowing large chandeliers were placed delicately inside.

“Our design team thought through every small detail 
and our guests noticed. They really felt that they had 
been transported to Versailles,” remembers the couple.  
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DREAMING OF
VERSAILLES 
The ballroom of the hotel was draped in sheer white 
fabric for the dinner reception. Tables were covered 
with gold and champagne-coloured, custom designed 
linens fit for royalty that were produced by luxe linen. 

The space featured two unique designs of tall floral 
arrangements on round guest tables. The arrangements 
were made with a mix of pink and apricot garden roses 
and hydrangea accented with trailing passion vines. 
The tall arrangements were styled on gold stands and 
brass candelabras with garlands of flowers cascading 
onto the table tops. Long, rectangular tables were 
styled with low centrepieces, crystal candleholders, 
and gold votives that gave the room a romantic glow. 
Over 80,000 flowers in total were used for day two of 
the wedding.
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“My favourite design detail was all of the flowers! 
They were instrumental in creating the elegant 
event that we had envisioned.’’ –nadia
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A T-shaped dance floor (designed by 

palettera custom correspondences and 

produced by dance floor décor) echoed 

the filigree detailing on the stage and 

elements from the wedding invitation.

Nadia and Sohaib dined within the 

spectacular stage.

During dessert, six ballerinas from hit & run productions twirled around the room in eighteenth-century 

costumes to the thrill of attendees while an orchestra from wellington music provided the musical 

accompaniment. impact entertainment provided ambient music throughout the event. 

Place settings were 

provided by chair-man 

mills and featured linen 

napkins trimmed with 

blush-coloured satin and 

ornate fan-shaped menus 

embossed with the 

couple’s personalized 

emblem. 
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DECADENT
DINING
After a five-course formal dinner catered by the ritz-
carlton, toronto, guests could further indulge in 
a variety of decadent desserts. one fine day event 
planning + design designed the stunning display of 
sweets that included confections from bobbette & 
belle, white cakery co., and the ritz-carlton, 
toronto, all of which were designed to complement 
the wedding theme. 

LET THEM
EAT CAKE 
Alexandria Pellegrino of cake opera co. created the 
couple’s spectacular, 5ft tall wedding cake. The eight-
tier structure was inspired by the Rococo-style                
interiors at the Palace of Versailles. 

to see more, visit

R E / S O U R C E

W ED LUX E . COM

The cake’s centre was designed to 

resemble a French salon complete with 

hand-painted walls, architectural 

mouldings, a hanging chandelier, and a 

petite chaise lounge. Further 

embellishments on the confectionary 

masterpiece included frou frou shoes, 

fans, and chapeaus made of sugar.
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T.H. Jackson Huang, Ikonica; In 2001 Jackson was 

awarded a doctorate from the University of Toronto 

for his research in Alzheimer’s disease; but, rather 

than continuing on to a career in science, he chose 

to follow a different path and yield to the power 

that the photographic image held over him. Since 

then, his work has received many accolades and 

awards including the CEIA Best Wedding 2001 

and 2002, and Applied Arts Photography and 

Illustration Annual 2006: Fashion and Beauty.

I KO N I C A . C A   |   416.259.6795

A B O U T  T H E  P H O T O G R A P H E R

Ikonica

At the end of the fête, attendees took home pink tins of 

Nina’s Paris “Marie Antoinette Tea” flavoured with fruits 

from the gardens of Versailles.
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DAY THREE
photography by:

5 I V E 1 5 I F T E E N
P H O T O  C O M PA N Y
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melissa andre events inc. worked in collaboration with paper & poste 

to create all of the stationery for day three. A boxed invitation 

featuring a checkerboard pattern hinted at fun design elements that 

would further reveal themselves at the stylish soirée.
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cake opera co. created 

a breathtaking cake that 

featured hundreds of 

hand-painted butterflies 

and geometric detailing.

STYLISH
SOIRÉE
The final wedding event, a grand reception with over 
three hundred attendees, took place on Sunday, August 
31, 2014 at the art gallery of ontario (ago). 
Melissa Andre of melissa andre events inc. was 
commissioned to provide full-service planning and 
design services for the whimsical, enchanted forest-
inspired celebration. 5ive15ifteen photo company 
was chosen to capture the event.

FASHION
NOTES
Nadia was dressed in another Hassan Sheheryar Yasin 
custom creation for the day three festivities. The mint 
green lengha was embellished with crystals and pearls. 
She accessorized her dress with diamond jewellery 
from ruby jewellers and maison birks, a Swarovski 
crystal headpiece, and a handbag that perfectly 
matched her lengha. Sohaib’s formal wear was                
designed by Armani and purchased at harry rosen.

GLAMOROUS
PLAYGROUND
ago’s Walker Court was whimsically decorated with 
boxed hedges and modern lounge furniture from 
contemporary furniture rentals inc. for the 
cocktail hour. The floor was covered with a yellow 
and ivory checkerboard patterned carpet from 
reznick carpets, and floating butterflies were 
projected on the walls. The butterfly motif was carried 
across the decor, including custom bar graphics and 
chair decals produced by dance floor décor.                  
A giant chess board was placed in the centre of the 
room for an added dose of whimsy. The board featured 
chic black and white pieces adorned with colourful             
butterflies. A juice bar was set up in the space with 
an assortment of freshly squeezed juices for guests     
to enjoy.

“The work done by Melissa and her 
team was absolutely stunning. The 
room was formal and chic, but still had 
a touch of earthy elements,” recalls 
the couple. 
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FANTASTICAL
FOREST 
Guests moved to Baillie Court for the dinner reception, 
where magnificent 20ft tall trees custom-designed to 
resemble weeping willows were placed throughout. The 
trees featured amber-coloured crystal beads, silk fringe, 
and fresh flowers. Guests were seated at long tables 
covered with custom, Christian Lacroix table overlays. 
melissa andre events inc. worked with the iconic 
French design house to produce the beautiful butterfly 
patterned linens. Butterfly-inspired menus with fluttering, 
three-dimensional wings topped each place setting. Trans-
parent vessels filled with black candles and shimmery 
rocks further enhanced the enchanted forest concept.

END
NOTES
All three spectacular days were captured on film by cloud 
nine creative inc. who created a bespoke wedding film 
for the couple to cherish for years to come.

Nadia and Sohaib couldn’t be happier with how their 
wedding unfolded. “The wedding was done through hard 
work and dedication of our families and our planners who 
guided us along the way,” shares the couple. 
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The internationally published team at 5ive15ifteen combine 

technique and creativity to bring their own collective flair and 

style to photographing events. Using a synthesis of classic, 

contemporary and editorial techniques and styles, owner Michael 

Caringi and all 5ive15ifteen photographers have a true talent for 

capturing beauty, intimacy, humor and emotion in a way that is 

unobtrusive; producing breathtaking memories that blend art with 

heart. With experience shooting across North America, Europe, 

Asia and the Caribbean, 5ive15ifteen photographers are available 

for local and worldwide bookings. 

5 I V E 1 5 I F T E E N . COM   |   416.487.0515

A B O U T  T H E  P H O T O G R A P H E R

5ive15ifteen Photo Company

The ago catered a four-course meal that included a starter of watermelon salad with feta, black olives, 

and mint. Guests were treated to a performance by the toronto symphony orchestra during dinner.


